
About us
Company Details Specialist Leak Detection

Fides House, 10 Chertsey Road,

Woking, Surrey, GU21 5AB

Email: info@specialistleakdetection.co.uk

Phone: 0800 414 8511

Website: www.specialistleakdetection.co.uk

Company No:11834590

Client Address Flat 9 Dallington square, 28-31 Dallington St, London EC1V 0BZ, UK

Job Details

Client Details
Date/Time 16/01/2021

Client Name Two visits, first arranged by Urszula Tubek and second attendance by Tony
Fitzpatrick

Client Phone Number 7958913772

Engineer John

Leak Reported Mains Leak

Number of visits 1

Thermal Imaging N/A

Acoustic Detection Yes

Trace Gas Yes

Moisture Meter N/A

Efflorescence Analysis N/A

Borescope N/A

Dye Test N/A

Water Sampling N/A

Powerflush Required N/A
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About Us Background & Introduction Specialist Leak Detection heavily invested in ongoing
training and technology to ensure we are at the pinnacle of our work. We use
specialist technology and years of experience. We are pleased to say that we are
passionate in finding leaks across the country. We accomplish this by use of the
following methods:

-  Visual Inspection

-  Borescope Inspection

-  Thermal imaging

-  Acoustic detection

-  Trace gas injection

-  Leak Noise Correlation

-  Dye testing

-  Water sampling

-  Field Efflorescence Analysis

The basis of Instruction &
Report:

We are strong believers that we are leak detection experts. We hold a strong
reputation for successful leak detection across the country on behalf of property
managers, homeowners, business owners, claims handlers, surveyors and
commercial property owners during instances where our reports are being used for
property insurance claims. We carry out independent leak detection with no
influence from either the insured or insurer.
Below is a small statement explaining the technology we deploy in looking for leaks;
each type of technology has its own perks and gains its own merit by its respected
functionality. Depending on the structural layout of the property, the allocation of
pipework or the type of existing leak(s) will determine which part of the specialist kit
will be used to pin point and control a water leak.

Thermal Imaging: All objects emit infrared energy (heat) as a function of their temperature. The
infrared energy emitted by an object is known as its heat signature. In general, the
hotter an object is, the more radiation it emits. A thermal imager (also known as a
thermal camera) is essentially a heat sensor that is capable of detecting tiny
differences in temperature. The device collects the infrared radiation from objects in
the scene and creates an electronic image based on information about the
temperature differences. Because objects are rarely precisely the same temperature
as other objects around them, a thermal camera can detect them and they will
appear as distinct in a thermal image.

Bore-scope: A bore-scope is an optical device consisting of a rigid or flexible tube with an
eyepiece or display on one end, an objective lens or camera on the other linked
together by an optical or electrical system in between. The optical system in some
instances is surrounded by optical fibres used for illumination of the remote object.
An internal image of the illuminated object is formed by the objective lens and
magnified by the eyepiece which presents it to the viewer's eye.
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Trace Gas Injection/Location: A specialist tracer gas, an inert mixture of 5% X and 95% Y, is used to replace water
in the leaking pipework. Under pressure, this gas will escape from the leak and
travel up through the walls grounds or floors. The gas can escape through concrete
floors, timber and all types of floor finishes including tiles, laminate and carpet. A
sensitive probe pinpoints the leak by detecting any trace of the gas down to just a
few parts per million. The gas tracing can be used on all types of pipe leaks,
including central heating, underfloor heating, mains, hot and cold and is a very
accurate way of finding leaks.

Limitations on gas trace:

Substrates such as thick plastic sheeting or ducts can block or displace the trace
gas away from the source of the leak. Vertical voids cannot be used for a location
other than identification of what void an issue is in.

Horizontal voids (such as suspended floors) allow movement of the trace gas. With
the correct sensors and experienced surveyors, this can normally be mitigated
against but is a challenge.

Blockages in pipework will stop the gas from escaping, rust or additives can block
the leak. This is normally limited to heating systems where the water is non-potable
or old cast iron water mains.

Additional information can be found on our terms and conditions "17:1"

Acoustic Detection: Acoustic Leak Detection. Ultrasonic leak detection is a method of pipeline leak
detection that uses a directional hydrophone that 'listens' for ultrasounds generated
by leaking fluids passing through an orifice under pressure. The acoustic signals
generated by a leak tend to be at frequencies above 30kHz.

Moisture Mapping: Moisture mapping is a way of visually representing the moisture levels in a property
so everyone can clearly understand where the wet zone (damage) ends and the dry
zone (undamaged) begins.

Summary: Each type of kit is individually used as part of a combination kit to determine the
source of a leak. We do not rely on a singular piece of equipment to pinpoint the
source of a leak and all engineers are trained to use the kits as a combination to find
the root cause of problem.

Multiple Leaks - Please refer to the terms and conditions "7.2", which should be
attached below also a copy of the terms and conditions could be found on our
website.

Leak Report
Property

Full Property Address Flat 9 Dallington square, 28-31 Dallington St, London EC1V 0BZ, UK
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Site Inspection Photographs

Flat 9 has sustained continued leakage from the supply main between the external

water meter and internal riser. This pipe work was subjected to additional testing.

Pressure testing confirmed the presence of a significant leak to supply main to flat 9,

between the external meter and internal riser.

This pipework was subjected to testing with tracer gas and the property was

surveyed to locate the leak.
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Tracer gas was detected within the bin shed located within the courtyard, The tracer

gas Reading matched to the pressure loss recorded.

This area was identified as the area of leakage, further the supply pipe would appear

to be a communal water feed within the bin shed is in fact taken from flat 9 water

supply.

All available evidence indicates that this joint is the cause of the leak is is located

within the subfloor of the bin shed.

Highlighted areas should be uplifted to access and repair the leak it may be

necessary for a large area to be uplifted as Tracer gas may spread within certain

floor surfaces.
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A second attendance was arranged on Thursday 22 Apr 2021, this was arranged due

to an ongoing leak despite the fact that a repair has been conducted by Themes

water.

The mains supply to flat 9 which is currently a communal feed due to it also supplying

a communal tap in the bin store was again isolated and subjected to pressure testing

as meter testing strongly indicated a leak of significant size.

Pressure testing confirmed a leak on flat 9's communal main between the internal

isolator and the external meter near the join to the communal tap.

This pipe work was drained and pressurised with tracer gas and the property was

surveyed to locate the leak.
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Again tracer gas was detected within the bin store but this was traced to a joint

highlighted in the photo, which is leaking and should be repaired.

It was also noted that the feed to the bin store communal tap did not have any non

return valve fitted, as such it is possible for contaminated water to syphon back into

the supply pipe contaminating flat 9's water supply.

Also if the leg is not removed there is a risk that the water within this line may

stagnate leading to significant contamination of flat 9's water supply.

A new trace was detected between the bin store and flat 9 within the substrate

located under the paving of the communal courtyard, the tracer gas readings were

consistent with the pressure loss recorded and indicated a leak of significant size

within the subfloor in this area.
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the tracer gas readings were consistent with the pressure loss recorded and

indicated a leak of significant size within the subfloor in this area. The highlighted

area should be uplifted to effect repair of a leak as indicated within this area by

equipment.

Currently the supply pipe is a shared main due to a spur supplying a communal tap in

the bin store and  as such it should be treated as a communal responsibility. The pipe

may be restored to being a direct feed to flat 9 only by removing, in its entirety, the

spur pipe supplying the external tap within the bin store.
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The highlighted section of pipe was feeding an external tap from the supply of

apartment 9.

The presence of an isolator which was found off as the external tap was hardly if ever

used raises significant concerns.

The following information is obtained from : https://legionellacontrol.com/

"Dead legs may sound like something you get after sitting for too long, but when they

are found in water systems they can present a significant risk to people as they

encourage the stagnation of water and the growth of potentially dangerous bacteria.

The term dead leg, or dead end is typically used to describe a run of pipework that is

no longer in use or a pipe that has become isolated from the regular flow of water.

The term can also refer to a run of pipework that is only used very occasionally. In

such instances, this lack of use can lead to stagnation and increase the risk that the

water inside the pipe becomes contaminated with potentially dangerous bacteria,

including legionella.

This contamination can lead to problems within the rest of the water system and

should be avoided.

This can in-turn lead to Legionnaires’ disease and Pontiac fever, a less harmful yet

still problematic condition stemming from legionella bacterial contamination.

… as a rule of thumb the maximum size of a dead pipe or dead leg should be no

longer than 1.5 x its width"

The length of dead leg created by the installation is significantly larger then its width

and thus creates the possibility of significant disease.

The issues of if this is in fact a communal mains and thus the responsibility as such is

best answered from information obtained from www.law insider.com:

"communal water connection means a consumer connection through which water

services are supplied to more than one consumer, and "communal water services

work" has a corresponding meaning"

It should be noted that no reference made any distinction as to where the joints were

made. As such a communal main is a communal main when supplying more then

one person or property, and the responsibility of such is equal on all persons

connected to the communal main regardless and where any the defect is located on

the mains

Site Inspection Videos

Damage

Damage
Leak Located ? Yes

Source of Leak Mains cold supply pipe

Recommendations
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Intrusive Access Required

Drying Required ? N/A

Drying Management It is imperative water from a leak is dried thoroughly and with a managed approach.
Specialist Leak Detection recommends that a dedicated drying contractor is used to
install and manage a drying regime, with regular inspection until acceptable levels of
moisture have been reached. Using such a method certificates the property to being
returned to an acceptable condition.

In our opinion, domestic dehumidifiers and non-managed methods of drying are not
an acceptable method to ensure adequate drying has occurred and that the long
term condition of the property will not deteriorate.

Sign Off

Sign Off
Customer or responsible
person present

Yes

Access to other properties
required

Yes

Terms and Conditions Click to Download

Acknowledgment I have read and accepted this report as presented to me, along with the terms and
conditions of the inspection.
Thank You

Thank You

18/01/2021 07:53 AM
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